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About Us

Mazegrass is a UK established 
company with over 10-years of 
experience in the supply and 
installation of artificial grass. 
Since becoming established 
in 2009, the brand has gone 
from strength to strength, 
opening up in Australia, 
Dubai and South Africa. 

 

GET IN TOUCH WITH US 

TODAY FOR A FREE   

QUOTATION

Whether you are looking 
for an area of your garden 
for your family pet, require 
safe, strong groundcover 
for a private play area, or 
simply want to give your 
entire garden a makeover, 
Mazegrass has an artificial 
grass product that is a perfect 
match for your needs.

Benefits

No Watering Low Maintenance Safe for pets Child Friendly UV Protected

Mazegrass artificial grass has many benefits. It is durable, aesthetically pleasing and ideal for 
an effective, hasslefree lawn. It requires no watering, thereby reducing your water costs. It is 
child and pet friendly, and is UV protected so will stay looking green and lush all year round.

 

QUOTATION
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For Your Home

Mazegrass has a footprint of business 
across all residential communities in Dubai. 
We provide appropriate solutions for 
residents on a daily basis. Whether it be 
your backyard or balcony, Mazegrass has 
got you covered.  

For Your Client

Mazegrass works with a number of 
contractors across the UAE, supplying 
them with the highest quality artificial 
grass available in the market. We provide 
competitive trade rates and can also assist 
with the installation of the specific type your 
client has approved.

For Your Business

Mazegrass understands the importance of 
cutting costs when running a business. By 
investing in artificial grass, you can reduce 
your water bill by up to 70%. We have 
transformed a large number of communal 
areas for Hotels, Developments and 
Schools across the UAE.

For Your Pet

Mazegrass has a range of products suitable 
for pets, all the artificial grass products 
within our range are lead-free. Each type 
within the range at Mazegrass is permeable 
which makes it easy to maintain and clean.

Our Services
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Our Products

...............................is the shortest pile within our 
range, perfect for families with pets and children. 
It also looks very natural in appearance.

.............................. balances both durability and 
aesthetics. Suitable for high traffic areas whilst 
maintaining a natural appearance.  

...................         is the best seller within our range. 
A premium grass which is dense, resilient and 
soft to touch.

............................... possesses the highest pile in 
our range, suitable for everyday purpose with 
an amazing feel.
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Our Products.

Mazewall is the perfect feature to add to any indoor or outdoor space. The artificial green wall 
panels offer exceptional designs and quality. In contrast to a natural planter wall, Mazewall requires 
no watering and minimal maintenance. Combining that with a natural look and aesthetically 
pleasing appearance, Mazewall is recommended by a vast number of interior and exterior 
designers across the UAE.
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Mazegrass provide the highest level of 
service, with the best quality products.

 

GET YOUR FREE QUOTE
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